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ABSTRACT

To perform an accurate approach to the spine specially for fracture stabilization a 3D model of 
spine surgical region may improve this mechanism and it can help the surgeon to have a deeper 
glance to this scenario. The pre-op planning facility is another advantage of the patient spine 
specific model to take a chance of making guides to direct pedicle screws safely and increase 
the pathomechanics of volumes of interest stability factor parallel with its mobility restoration. 
There are some algorithms for making 3D-reconstruction from CT or MR data-set but the main 
goal of in-vivo component 3D making is right component extraction from its peripheral segments 
to achieve the best judgment especially about the surgical approach. Here is a cervical vertebral 
bodies segmentation and 3D-reconstruction of two cervical adjacent levels combined with the 
registration process that is shown the intervertebral degree regarding to range of motion percent.
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INTRODUCTION
The cervical spine can be divided and perceived as 

consisting of four units, each with a unique Morphology 
that determines its kinematics and its contribution to 
the functions of the complete cervical spine1. Functional 
flexion– extension radiography is the most widely used 
method in clinical diagnosis of lumbar spinal instability; 
how-ever, it is limited to few, end-of-range spinal 
positions, while in-between intervertebral motion is 
disregarded2.

The mechanical effects of arthrodesis and disc 
arthroplasty on adjacent segments are often evaluated by 
in vitro testing of cervical specimens and finite element 
models derived from in vitro tests. The preferred in vitro 
testing protocol is one that most closely follows the in 
vivo kinematic pattern for all segments of the cervical 

spine3. Most previous work examined neck mobility by 
assessing the cervical spine as an isolated entity without 
any consideration of the adjacent region of the spine i.e. 
the thoracic spine4.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
According to CT dataset the segmentation of the two 

C4 and C5 vertebral bodies of a 34 years old male with a 
mild pain in his cervical region performed as it is shown 
in Figure 1 (a,b,c) Mimics 10.1 software (Materialise 
NV) then the fluoroscopic imaging is achieved by angio-
fluoroscopic unit at CATLAB when the patient is doing 
flexion-extension. Three-dimensional imaging system 
could be helpful for a better in vivo investigation of 
cervical spine 3D5.

After taking the fluoroscopic frames then C4 and C5 3D 
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models are registered by 2D-To-3D registration technique 
on fluoroscopic frames as it is shown in Figure 2 (a,b). 
Three-dimensional (3D) joint kinematics analysis of the 
spine could supply information such as location and 
orientation of instantaneous axis of movement. Indeed, 
previous studies investigating cervical kinematics mainly 
used 2D analysis for describing joint displacement and 
motion axis location6,7.

As it is known that one of the most important reasons of 
cervical spine surgery is the motion restoration especially 
in disk pathomechanic surgical correction then it may 
be a proper index to achieve the C4/C5 inter-vertebral 
angle during flexion-extension to assess the cervical 
pathomechanics improvement in post-ops compared 
with pre-ops. Several studies have been carried out to 
evaluate the load-displacement properties of the normal 
lower cervical spine in vitro and in vivo as well as in 
different types of artificial defect situations8.

Cervical spine kinematics in the sagittal plane have 
traditionally been determine during static full-flexion 
and full-extension radiographs. Howeve, measurements 
made using static, end range positions may not accurately 
represented dynamic behavior, and these images provide 
no information regarding mid-range motion that is most 
often encountered during activities of daily living9. 
Accurate measurement of the coupled intervertebral 
motion patterns is helpful for characterizing the geometric 
changes of the intervertebral discs for manual therapists 
in managing relevant clinical problems for assessing the 
effects of surgical fusion on motions of adjacent vertebrae 
and for evaluating various surgical approaches10.

RESULTS
The C4/C5 angle during head flexion-extension is 

achieved according to range of motion percent and it 
is shown the curve as it is seen in Figure 3, involving 

a b c
Figure 1. (a) The CT-Data Set of the spine, (b) C-4 is segmented from other cervical vertebral bodies, (c) C-5 is segmented.

a b
Figure 2. (a) The Fluoroscopic frame of flexion-extension, (b) C4 and C5 vertebral bodies registered on fluoroscopic frame.
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two pairs one is shown the head flexion and another is 
shown the extension.

The compound graph is shown that the flexion curve 
is different from extension despite that the path is

the same.

DISCUSSION
There are numerous reports in the literature 

documenting patients with a normal neutral position 
lateral projection radiograph of the cervical spine in 
whom a flexion radiograph demonstrated a hyperflexion 
subluxation injury. For this reason, a growing number of 
emergency departments are performing flexion/extension 
studies on selected spine trauma patients6. According to 
Figure 3 the intervertebral C4/C5 angle for the patient 
with pain in his flexion-extension ROM is identified as 
this curve and if it is compared with the normal case 
may identify the pathomechanical signs regarding to 
normal condition.
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Figure 3. C4/C5 intervertebral angle during flexion-extension.


